Intraarterial drug delivery for glioblastoma mutiforme: Will the phoenix rise again?
Intraarterial (IA) drug delivery is a physiologically appealing strategy as drugs are widely distributed throughout the tumor capillary network and high regional tissue concentrations can be achieved with low total doses. IA treatment of glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) has been attempted since the 1950s but success has been elusive. Although IA treatments have been embraced for the treatment of retinoblastoma and advanced liver cancers, this has not been the case for GBM. The development of IA drug delivery for the treatment of brain cancer over the last several decades reveals a number of critical oversights. For example, very few studies took into consideration the underlying hydrodynamic factors. Therapeutic failures were often blamed on an inability to penetrate the blood brain barrier or on the streaming of drugs. Similarly, there were few methods to investigate the ultra-fast pharmacokinetics of IA drugs. Despite past failures, clinical interest in IA drugs for the treatment of GBM persists. The advent of modern imaging methods along with a better understanding of hydrodynamics factors, better appreciation of the complex morphology of GBM, improved drug selection and formulations, and development of methods to minimize treatment-related neurological injury, promise to considerably advance the application of IA drugs for GBM treatment. There are several clinical trials with IA treatments in the National Trial Registry that are actively recruiting patients. This review of IA drug delivery for GBM treatment is therefore timely and is intended to assess how this method of drug delivery could be better applied to future treatments.